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We consider a strictly convex domain DC @” and m holomorphic functions, 
d, 1..., I”,, in a domain QTD. We set V= {zEQ: 4,(z)= ‘.. =q5,(z)=O), 
M = Vn D and 3M = Vn 3D. Under the assumptions that the variety V has no 
singular point on L?M and that V meets 13Lr transversally we construct an explicit 
kernel K([, z) detned for [E aM and z E D so that the integral operator &(z) = 
jiFEM,f([) K([, z) (ieD), defined forJE H”(M) (using the boundary values,f([) for 
a.e. <E 3M), is an extension operator, i.e., Ef(z) =f(z) for ; E M and furthermore E 
is a bounded operator from H”(M) to H”(D). ( 1987 Academx PESS, hc 
INTRODUCTION 
A classical theorem of Cartan states that if Q c C” is a domain of 
holomorphy and Vc Q is an analytic subvariety of D then every 
holomorphic function on V extends to a holomorphic function on L?. An 
analytic version of this theorem was proved by Henkin [7]. He proved 
that if D is a strictly pseudoconvex domain and Mc D is a submanifold of 
D which meets t3D transversally then there exists a bounded operator E 
from H”(M) to H"(D) so that Ef(z) =f(z) forfe H"(M) and ZE M. 
Henkin’s proof of the existence of the extension operator split into two 
parts: in the first part the proof was carried out in the case D is strictly 
convex and M is a plane of the form {z,+ , = .. * = z, = 0); in that case an 
explicit extension formula was given; in the second part, the proof com- 
bined a version of the Oka-Cartan theory together with the special case 
considered in the first part to obtain the existence of the operator E in 
general. 
In this paper we use an integral formula developed in [6] to write down 
explicitly an extension operator in the case D is a strictly convex domain 
and M is an analytic subvariety of D with no singular points on dD and 
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which meets dD transversally (in particular we allow M to have, finitely 
many, singular points inside D). Then we use some of the ideas of the first 
part of Henkin’s proof to show that our extension operator is a bounded 
operator form H”(M) to H"(D). 
The case codim M = 1 was studied by Adachi [l] who used the integral 
formula of Stout [lo] to obtain an extension operator (the integral 
formula in [6] is a generalization of the integral formula in [IO]). The 
extension to our more general setting is by no means immediate. Moreover 
our extension operator is, in a sense, more explicit. 
A similar problem was also studied by Fornaess [4]. He obtained 
an extension operator in the case the variety M is biholomorphically 
equivalent to a domain in CN, more precisely in the case that M is the 
image of a strictly pseudoconvex domain under an embedding of it into a 
strictly convex domain. He used this embedding to obtain an extension 
operator. Since such an embedding is not explicit enough the 
corresponding extension operator is not quite explicit either. Our work is, 
in a sense, simpler and gives an explicit extension operator. 
Although there are certain similarities of the local analysis of the exten- 
sion operator of our paper with the papers by Adachi [l], Fornaess 143, 
and Henkin [7], there are some further technical difficulties to deal with in 
our case and it is a purpose of this paper to give the necessary 
modifications of the arguments to obtain the extension operator in our 
setting and to study it. 
As far as notation is concerned, we will use the standard notation for 
differential forms (see Rudin [S, Chap. 163). H(X) denotes the set of 
holomorphic functions on X and H”(X) the set of bounded holomorphic 
functions on X, equipped, as usual, with the sup-norm: /lflj, =: 
supZE Jj(z)l. Also A(X) is the set of holomorphic functions on X which are 
continuous on X. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE SETTING 
Let D be a bounded strictly convex domain with P-boundary and p a 
defining function for D, i.e., p E C”(a), D = {p < 01, aD = {p = 0}, dp # 0 
on dD and p is a strictly convex function, i.e., the real Hessian of p is 
strictly positive definite. Let Q be a convex domain with Q Ed and let 
4, ,..., brn E H(Q) (m -c n). Define 
and set 
v=: {zE.Q:q51(z)= ... =q5m(z)=0} 
M=:VnD and &U=:Vn((aD). 
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Let us introduce the following quantities: 
and 
Our assumptions are: 
and 0) IV(4, ,..., d,,)l ZO on aM, i.e., V has no singular point on aM, 
(ii) V meets ao transversally. 
Conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent to the following condition: 
(iii) lV(p, 4, ,..., d,,,)I #O on aM (see Proposition I.9 of [5]). 
(In particular condition (iii) is a geometric condition, i.e., it is independent 
of the defining function p and of the functions d,,..., 0, which define the 
variety; of course it depends on the geometry.) 
Thus V is a complex manifold close to i?D, aM is a smooth 
(2~ - 2m - 1 )-dimensional manifold and V has finitely many singular 
points inside D. 
THE EXTENSION OPERATOR 
Let d,,([, z) E H(O x Q) so that 
di(i) - drtz) = i dij(i3 z)(ij- zj)2 i = l,..., m. 
j= I 
(Since Q is convex we can write down explicitly a choice of functions #ii.) 
Set Yj(i) = (Wai,)(O, j = l,..., n. Then, as is well known (since D is 
strictly convex), we have 
Define 
for ZED, [EdD. 
A &k(i)> 
k #JO,..., ,m 
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and 
where c(n, m) =: (- 1)((n~m)(n~m-‘)‘2)+1 . ((n - m - 1)!/(274”-“). Let 
f~ H”(M). Then, as is well known, the boundary values f(c), a.e. [E 8M 
exist for a.e. c E 8M and the function {f(c): a.e. c E JM} is in Lm(8M). (see 
Stein [9]). We use these boundary values to define our extension operator 
as follows: 
Our result is: 
THEOREM 1. The operator E is a bounded operator from H”(M) to 
H”(D). Moreover E is an extension operator, i.e., 
Ef(z) =f(z) for SE H”(M) and ZE M. 
Obviously if fo H”(M) then Ef E H(D) and it follows from the integral 
formula of theorem I.1 of [6] that Ef(z) =f(z) forfE H”(M) and z E M. It 
remains to prove that E is a bounded operator from H”(M) to H”(D). 
We will prove it by showing that 
sup @f(z)1 G C sup If(0l for YEA(M) (1) 
ZED CEM 
for some constant C which is stable under small perturbations of the boun- 
dary of D and this will complete the proof of theorem 1. As we pointed out 
in the introduction we will prove (I) using ideas from the first part of 
Henkin [7]. In fact we show that the technique used by Henkin in the 
special case M is a plane works in general, in our setting. This is by no 
means immediate and we will give the necessary modifications. 
NOTATION AND COMMENTS 
Throughout this paper s =: n - m. In proving (1) we will work close to a 
fixed point p E aA and we will always assume that we are working close 
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enough to p so that the various constructions are possible. Thus fix a point 
p E 8M. We may assume that 
in a neighborhood of p. 
Then it follows, by the implicit function theorem, that the equations 
Q,(i)= .‘. = d,,,(c) = 0 can be solved for [, + , ,..., i,,, locally at p, giving, 
say, [,s + , = g, (i’) ,..., [,, = g,( [‘) for some holomorphic functions g, ,..., g, of 
i’ (i’ =: (i, ,..., i,) if i = CC,,..., in)). 
It will be convenient to use the following notation: 
G =: (s, ,...> g,) and hi([)=: [,+i-gi([‘), j= l,..., m. 
Let us point out that (2) implies 
or 
(2’) 
(this follows from the chain rule; see Proposition I.9 of [5]). 
We will also use factorizations of g,([‘), 
Sj(i') - gjtz') = 2 g,k(i', z')(ik - zk 1 
k=l 
(3) 
for some holomorphic functions glk. 
Note that 
&j 
iT,k(P'T P') = & WI. 
Sometimes it will be convenient to write Dk for a/al, (e.g., D,p = ap/dik) 
and 2” for (zI ,..., z,~ ,) (if z= (Z ,,..., z,,)). Finally the symbols 5 and z will 
mean the following: 
A 5 B o : there exists a finite positive constant cO, depending only 
on M, so that A d co B. 
and 
AzBo:AsB and BSA. 
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For the proof of Theorem 1 we need some preparation. The following 
lemma is of the implicit function theorem type and its proof is based on a 
fixed point argument. 
LEMMA 1. If z is sufficiently close to p then there exists a unique point 
w  = w(z) = (w,(z),..., w,(z)) so that 
w/c(z) = z/c 
F(w(z), z) = 0, 
hi(w(z)) = 0 
for k = I,..., s - 1, 
for j = l,..., m, 
(4) 
i.e., w(z) has the same first (s- 1) coordinates with z, it lies on the 
variety V and z lies on the complex tangent space to the hypersurface 
p = p(w(z)) at the point w(z). Recall 
Proof To solve (4) for w  it suffices to solve the following system for 
(w,,..., w,): 
D~P(zo, w.s,..., wn)’ (ws-zs) + 2 Ds+jP(zn, ws,..., wn)' Cws+jmzs+j)=OT 
j=l (5) 
ws +I = gjtz", ws), j = l,..., m 
By substituting the last m equations of (5) into the first one and using 
(3) we see that it suffices to find w, which satisfies the following equation: 
ws = zs + D,p(G(z", 
C,"= 1 Ds+jP(G(z"9 w3))(zs+j-gj(z", zs)) 
WA) + xi"= I ~3,jP(W~ w,)) &s((Z"> z,), (z", w,)) 
(6) 
where we have set 
G(z)‘, wJ =: (z”, w,, G(z”, w,)). 
Note that the denominator in the ratio of (6) is different from 0 by (2)’ 
(since gjS(z’, z’) = (agj/ag,)(G(zy); recall that we always assume that we are 
working sufficiently close to the point p). 
We will show that (6) has a solution for w, by showing that the follow- 
ing function has a fixed point, 
q(x) =: z, + 
Cut 1 Ds+jP(G(z"3 x))(zs+j-gj(z"9 zs)) 
DsP(g(z", X)) + C,"= 1 Ds+jP(G(z", X))gjs((Zn, Zrh (2"~ X))' 
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i.e., we will show that there exists W, so that 
?(W,) = ws 
(the function q(x) is defined on {x E C: Ix - z,$I d 6) for some small 6 > 0). 
Clearly 
l?(X)-z,l =o f b,+j-gj(z’)I =O(Iz-PI) ( /=l !  
and therefore if z is sufficiently close to p and 6 sufficiently small then 
lx-->I <6+-I?(X)-z,l66. 
Also 
lil(x)-rl(Y)l =O ( Ix-Y1 f lz~+j~~~~z~~l)~O~lx~~l ’ Iz-Pl) 
j= I 
and thus if z is sufficiently close to p then 
Iv(x) - k?J)l e tlx -Yl 
(it is easy to introduce appropriate constants and make the above 
arguments more precise; see also Henkin [7]). 
Thus ye is a contraction of {x E C: Ix - z,J <S} to itself and as such it has 
a unique fixed point w,~ = W,(Z). This completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 2. The point w = w(z) constructed in lemma 1 satisfies the 
following: 
(i) b-w(z)l*= b(z)-~P(w(z))l, 
(ii) Iz- w(z)l E 2 Ih,(z)--hj(w(z))l = f Ihj(z)l, 
j= I j= I 
(iii) w(z) E M provided that z E D. 
ProoJ Since p is strictly convex we have (as is well known): 
2 Re F(i, z) 2 p(i) - P(Z) + cl Ii - zI* 
for some constant c, > 0. But 
F( w(z), z) = 0 
and hence we obtain 
P(Z) - P(W(Z)) k Iz - w(z)12. 
In particular (iii) holds. 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
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On the other hand (by Taylor’s expansion) we have 
P(Z) = P(w(z)) - 2 Re F(w(zL z) + O(lz - w(z)1 ‘1 
and again by (8) 
b(z) - P(W(Z))l5 Iz - w(z)l’ 
which together with (9) proves (i). Next we prove (ii). Obviously 
j!l Ihj(Z) -hj(w)l5 Iz - w(z)l. 
For the other direction let us consider the matrix 
T=: [f ~j~~~~~j. 
Since det( T) # 0 (by (2)‘) we may assume (without loss of generality) 
that: 
either 
(*I mkiJ #07 
or 
(**I D,p#O. 
({ D,h,} denotes the minor determinant of T which corresponds to the 
term D,h,, i.e., the determinant of the m x m matrix obtained from T by 
eliminating the column and the row to which the term D,h, belongs.) 
Suppose (*) holds. Then 
k(z) - h,,t(w)l = l(z, - w,J - k&7 -gm(W)l 
= I (&I - wn) -&&s - WJl by (3). (10) 
( gjs =gis(z’, w’)). But (4) gives 
D,P(“‘)(Zsm-w,)= - f Ds+jP(w)(zx+j-ww,+j) 
j=l 
m-1 
= - C D,+jP(W)(z,+j-W,+j)-D,P(W)(Zn-Wn) 
j=l 
m-1 
=- C D,+jP(w)CSj(Z’)-ggi(w’)l 
j= 1 
m-1 
+ C D,+jP(W)Cgj(Z’)-Z,+jI-D,P(W)(Z,-Ww,) 
j=l 
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or, by (31, 
m-1 
D,P(W) + 1 Ds+jP(W) gjs (2, - W.Y) 
j=l 1 
m-1 
Let 
= -Dnp(W)(zn- we) + C o,+jP(w)CSj(z’)-z,+,l. (11) 
j=l 
p=:DsP(w)+ 1 D.y+jP(w)gj.r. 
j=l 
By (*), P#O and thus by (11) 
D, P(W) 
z,s - w,y = - ,-(zn-wJ+m~‘Ds+lpP(w)[gj(z’)-z~+,l. (12) 
j= I 
Substituting (12) in (10) we obtain 
m-l 
Ih,(z)-h,(w)1 z det(W,-w,)-g,, 1 D,+jP(W)Cgj(Z’)-Z.s+,l 
j= 1 
(13) 
Now (13) gives 
m- 1 
or 
[h,(Z)-h,(W)1 2 IZ,-ww,I - 1 Igj(z')-zs+jl 
j=l 
,;, W,(z) - hj(W)l k Iz, - WA. 
But 
lZ--1 SIZ,-ww,l + 1 Izs+jmws+jl + lz.s-ww,l 
j=l 
m-1 
5 lZn-ww,I + C IhjCz)-hj(w)l + lzs-w.~I W(3)) 
j=l 
m-l 
5 IZn - wnl + C Ihjfz) - hj(w)l (by (12)) 
/=I 
5 f IhjCz)-hj(w)l Ov(14)) 
j= 1 
(14) 
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which proves (ii) in the case (*) holds. Now suppose (**) holds. Then 
m--l Ds+,P(W) 
z,--ww,=- 1 
j-0 D”P(W) 
(z s+j- ws+j)* (15) 
Substitute (15) in (10) to obtain 
lb,(z)-h,(w)1 = y DS+jp~W)(zr+,-w,+j)+gms(zs-ws) 
j-0 Did(w) 
= Tzll :+z$’ C(zs+j-gj(z’)) + (gj(z’)-gj(w’))l 
n 
+ D,P(W) 
m (zs - w.7) + Gw(Z.Y - w,) (by (3)) 
n 
= ~~,‘~+~$’ C(z,+j-gj(z’))+gj~(z,-ww,)l 
n 
+ DsP(W) 
m (2s - ws) + Lns(zs - w,) 
” 
m-l 
z deG%- W,) + C D,+jP(W)(Z,+j-gj(Z’)) 
j=I 
m-1 
2 Iz,- wsI - C lzs+j-gj(z’)l 
j=l 
or 
But 
lzwwl 5 i Izj-WjI + lZ,-Ww,I 
/=s+1 
5 I’,- wsI + f. Ihjtz) - hj(w)l (by (3)) 
j=l 
5 f Ih,(z)-hj(w)l (by (16)), 
j=l 
(16) 
which proves (ii) holds in the case (**). This concludes the proof of the 
lemma. 
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LEMMA 3. Fix a z close to p. Then there exist real coordinates t,, tz,.... 
t,, for points c close to z so that 
t, + it, = (p(5) - p(z)) + i Im F(i, z), 
t, + it,, 
f2, , + if2$, 
t25+I+it2.,+2=h,(i)-h,(=), 
t,,, , + it,, = h,(i) - h,,(r). 
Proof: Let uO =: p(c) -p(z), u,, =: Im F([, z), U, = Re[h,([) -h,(z)] and 
u, = Im[hj([) - h,(z)], j= l,..., m. Write also 
[j = Xi + iy, (Xi’ Y, E R). 
To prove the lemma it s&ices to show that the 2m + 2 vectors (of RI”) 
{Vu,,Vv,~k=0, l)..., f m are linearly independent (over !R). (17) 
Here VU, = VruOIIzz = (&J~x, , du,/~?y, ,..., &+,/~x,, &,/~~,,)I; == and 
similarly for the others. But it is easy to see that 
and therefore 
atu 0, UOYY Urn? %J 
I I 
a(~, h, ,..., U 
a(&, Y.SY.5 x,2Y,) [=: =4” a(i,, is+ I,...> in) (18) 
(this follows from Lemma 1.3.5 of Rudin [S]). 
Now (18) implies (17) and completes the proof of the lemma. 
Remarks. The coordinates t ,,..., t,, of Lemma 3 satisfy the following 
relation 
1<-zl%tf+ ... +t:,z $ tjf + f Ih,(z)-hj(i)l’. 
Let us set 
k=l j= I 
& =: E(Z) =: Jz- w(z)\. 
Then, by Lemma 2, we have 
IP(Z) - P(dZ))l =c2 
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and 
,,!’ ,hj(z) -hj(w(z))’ = f  ‘hAz)’ WE 
j=I 
and therefore 
‘(-z12x f  t:+E2 if [EM (19) 
k=l 
(of course “ w” in (19) is uniform in z). Also 
lF(L z)l= IRe F(i, z)l + IIm F(i, z)l2 It,1 + ItA + I[-4’ 
(this is well known and foIlows from the strict convexity) or 
IF(i;z)lklt,l+ltzl+t:+ ... +&+E* 
for [EM (close to z). 
(20) 
Also note that [ E cYM means t, = 0 provided that z E cTD - 8h4. 
It is important to keep in mind that the estimates that follow are uniform 
in z. 
LEMMA 4. Fix an f~ A(M) and a z E 8D - aM. Zf w  = w(z) denotes the 
point of Lemma 1 then we have 
~(Ef)(w+IW~~ 1 a=1 
(21) 
(do is the Euclidean volume element of aM and llfjl, = supi.,If(~)l). 
Proof: Recall that 
6%) = ch ml J 
f(l) Hi, 3) A P(i) 
[F(l-, 3Jl” 
for 3~ D\ah4. 
jeahf 
Now the coefticient Q(C, 3) of drl A . *. A drs- 1 A j?(c) in cr(<, 3) A 
P(C)/CF(C, ~11~ is 
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(C will denote a constant which depends only M and which may be 
different in different places.) It follows from (22) that 
N(i, w + A(z - w)) 
Qci2 w + ltz - w)) = [F([, w + qz _ ),$‘))]S 
(23) 
where N is some smooth function. Now 
and 
i3N - 
a/l j. = , 
=O()z-WI) 
;I _ (F(i,w+4-w>))= i D,p(i)(z,-w,) i.- I j= I 
and therefore by (23) we obtain 
which implies (21) and completes the proof of the lemma. 
Next note that 
i DjP(i)(zj- wf) = i: (D,P(i)-D,P(w))(zj- wj) 
,' 1 I I j= 1 
sE.li-wl~E(li--;/+l=-wl) 
s&c&+ Ii-41 (24) 
(recall c = 12 - w(z)/). 
Now using the coordinates t, ,..., t2,,, their properties (19) and (20) 
together with (24) and Lemma 4, we can prove, exactly as in Henkin [7], 
the following 
&n(w+I(z-4) I I d cllfll 5 for ZE (aD)\(dM). (25) i. = 1 
LEMMA 5. We have 
-%f)(w+4-4) ~cllfll, .for o:;: , dl z E (m)\(m). 
Proqf: As in Henkin [7], let us consider 
A=: {LEC:Z(~)=: w+~(z-~)ED}. 
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Since D is convex so is A and [0, l] E 2 and 0 E A. Since F(w(z), z) = 0 we 
have 
F(w(z), z(A)) = 0. (26) 
Hence W(Z) is the point associated to z(n) by Lemma 1. Also if ,I E ad then 
z(n) E dD, i.e., p(z(2)) = 0 and therefore, by Lemma 2 and z E aD, 
Iz(A) - WI 25 (p(z(1)) - p(w)1 1’2 = 1 -p(w)1 1’2 z 8. (27) 
But, by (27), 
Hence 
~11~&~~~~IZ-w~=IZ(~)-w~~E if LEaA. 
14 k 1 for 1EaA. (28) 
Now, by (251, 
But (29) implies 
g (m(w + 42 - w)) Lj+ llfll a 
and by (28) 
-$ (&n(w + 4z - WI)/ 5 Il.0 a, (LEaA) 
which by the maximum principle (with respect to 2) gives 
g (WNW + 4z - d)/ 2 llfll cc forlEA. 
This proves Lemma 5. 
Proof of Theorem 1. For ZE~D- aM we have 
IWb) - W(w)l= j; -$ W-)(w + n(z - ~1) dA 
5 IISII m (by lemma 5) 
(29) 
and therefore 
IW(z)l 5 llfll rn’ 
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Hence by the maximum principle (its version on analytic varieties) we 
have 
Iw-@)I G Wll x for z~d\M. (30) 
This proves (1). Finally it is clear that the constant C in (30) is stable 
under small perturbations of the boundary of D. This completes the proof 
of Theorem 1. 
Remarks. (i) One can go further and show (as in Henkin [7]) that E 
maps A(M) to A(D) and (as in Elgueta [3] and Adachi [2]) that E maps 
CX(A) to C(D). 
(ii) However, it seems nontrivial to study the operator E in case D 
is weakly-convex (the operator E can be defined the same way as in the 
strictly-convex case). It would also be interesting to study the operator E, 
more generally, in the HP-context. 
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